Novel mutations in CPT 1A define molecular heterogeneity of hepatic carnitine palmitoyltransferase I deficiency.
Liver carnitine palmitoyltransferase I (CPT I) deficiency is a rare disorder of hepatic mitochondrial long-chain fatty acid oxidation. It characteristically presents with symptoms associated with failure of ketogenesis (hypoketotic hypoglycemia). The disorder is due to mutations in the CPT 1A gene for which few patients have been characterized. We present here four novel mutations in five patients from four families with severe enzyme deficiency. Three of these are missense mutations (G465W, R316G, and F343V) and the fourth a nonsense mutation (R160X). Other than small Inuit and Hutterite populations in Canada and the Northern plains, there is complete heterogeneity of disease-causing mutations within CPT I deficient families with each demonstrating unique mutations. Because there are no easily recognizable disease-specific metabolite markers, diagnostic confirmation of this disorder requires a combination of enzymatic analysis and whole gene sequencing.